
 

Dear Great Laker,                 

Greetings! 

On July’ 11th, the 2nd batch of PGDM (2 year course) – Pallavas was inaugurated. On the same day, we 

celebrated our beloved Uncle Bala’s 76th Birthday. Though July 5th, being the actual date for uncle 

Bala’s birthday, we celebrated it on 11th because, we were waiting for our Pallavas to join. Every year 

this day is celebrated as Founder’s day and is dedicated to his continuing efforts, and his passion to 

take Great Lakes family to greater heights. Various cultural events were organized by our talented 

PGPM and PGDM students.  

From July’13 to 15th a Ciecom Event “Gone in 60 hours” was organized in the college. The theme of the 

event was to start a mini-venture from scratch. The event received overwhelming response and stu-

dents instantaneously put on their thinking caps and thought of creative, relevant and feasible ideas to 

participate in the event. The teams were judged on the basis of maximum revenue, ROI, Innovation-

product and service, and best Business plan. The event was a huge success and I congratulate the 

CIECOM to conduct such an interesting event.   

ALCOM organized Mumbai Alumni meet on 3rd of August at Hotel Mirador, Andheri. 75 of our alumni 

attended the meet. The occasion was graced by our very own Uncle Bala and Dr. Rakesh K Singh. Uncle 

Bala emphasized the importance of strong bonding between alumni and the college. He also shared his 

future plans for the college. Dr. Rakesh addressed everyone in his usual pleasant way and Alumni 

greeted him whole-heartedly.    

The next Alumni meet is going to be held at Bangalore on September’7. We hope to see you all. 

We look forward to hear from you with your stories, comments and suggestions at  

alcom@greatlakes.edu.in 

Happy Reading, 

— 

Mohit Bajaj,  

Editor 
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Uncle Bala’s Birthday 

11th July, 2013 as we celebrated the DAY! 

Approximately after 2 months of becoming a Great Laker, it was the first major event which we, the 

EVENTSCOM got to present to our whole batch. The  Progressive Pallavas, Mamallas and Pallavas ,all 

came together  for the very first time. It was a great experience for the team to celebrate the man behind 

all the glory of our Institute, Mr Bala V. Balachandran or better known as our Uncle Bala!! Though July 5th, 

being the actual date for uncle Bala’s birthday, we celebrated it on 11th because, we were waiting for our 

Pallavas to join, as well as it was an off day at college. This day we celebrate the founder’s birthday, and 

for him to be present there to join the celebration was definitely a bonus!!! 

The day started with a small get together in Lake Veeranam and Lake Mansarovar which comprised of the 

Faculty, administrative staff and other college staff along with Uncle Bala. In the evening, we organized a 

small and sweet cultural event for our own uncle! 

We started it with a beautiful Bharatnatyam perfor-

mance from a fellow student. It marked the inaugu-

ration of the cultural extravaganza we were about to 

witness! It was followed but some overwhelming 

performances by our own faculty members! Prof ISF 

Irudayaraj sang serene tunes; suit was followed by 

Archanaa Mam. Even some impromptu performanc-

es came from the faculty members! Even a great 

speech was delivered by the man of the hour, Uncle 

Bala himself, which attracted lots of cheers and ap-

plause from the audience. 
After these performances, it was the turn of our 

college students to showcase their talent and 

match up to the levels that faculty members set 

up. But before we went forward with the perfor-

mances from our PGPM & PGDM students we had 

our Uncle Bala on stage to cut the birthday cake. It 

was a very overwhelming moment for him. To 

mark the significance of the moment an awesome 

fireworks were put to show! The crowd cheered 

and sang a birth day song for our beloved uncle 

under the umbrella of light and sparks from the 

fireworks.  
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The cake deserves a special mention though, the 

reason, it’s absolutely stunning design. It was exact-

ly designed as the venue for the event, our Amphi-

theatre!!   Even Uncle Bala seemed very pleased 

with this. He expressed his love and admiration for 

the hard work the organizing committee had put up 

to make the day special for him. So to make it even 

more special, we gifted him a small token of love. It 

was an enormous banner, the students prepared 

this token of love for our Uncle, and it portrayed 

hundreds of wishes for him along with a few harm-

less caricatures performed and set the stage on 

fire!!! May it be the College Bands or the ‘Bhangra’ 

performance, every single one of them was better 

than the other. It was really a pleasure to witness 

such a talent pool amongst us.  

After the cake cutting, we started off with the rest 

of the cultural event. It was served as a platter of 

great music and superb dance performances. 

There was a mix and match of Solo Performances, 

Duets, Hindi, Tamil, English songs and even some 

Medleys. Along with those, two college bands, re-

spectively from PGDM & PGPM, set the stage on 

fire. As the college bands performance marked the 

end of the continuous roll of performances, we 

found ourselves amidst a sumptuous dinner, 

which was served at the nearby basketball 

court.Photographs were being clicked and most 

importantly everyone was smiling!! And after din-

ner it was time to shake a leg! The DJ Night!!!   

Every one joined in the dance floor and danced their hearts out and it was scene to remember 

and the day came to an apt end with memories in each of our hearts, memories which were to 

stay!!! 

Sudeshna 

PGPM – Class of 2014 
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Mumbai Alumni Meet 

Alcom organized Mumbai Alumni meet on 3rd of August at Hotel Mirador, Andheri. It was an evening filled with 

nostalgia when corporate working in various sectors, in the hustle and bustle of the Mumbai city came together to 

relive the past and meet their Alma Mater. Uncle Bala certainly has charmed enough people in his life and this 

evening was no different. He has always been a personality to look up to and be proud to have him as our mentor. 

The alumni meet in the suburbs of Bombay, held at The Mirador, kicked off by an informal update of the latest 

happenings in GLIM, by the alumni committee members followed by an emphatic speech by the ever mesmerizing 

Uncle Bala. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The occasion was also graced by Dr. Rakesh Singh, who by his typical style of Economics lectures, has won many 

intellectual hearts. With a few Alumni sharing their experiences during their study period at great lakes and post 

graduation, the event was soon taken over by food and drinks. Old friends met, some new friends made and the 

Great Lakes alumni meet with the attendance of 80+ saw a huge success in Bombay. 

Alumni engagement is one of the most important parts for the success of a B-School. With Great Lakes Institute of 

Management, Chennai, moving into its 10th year of transforming and delivering world class graduates, the alumni 

base has increased to 2200+ in the absolute terms. This is the right time to have such events on a frequent basis 

and on a larger scale and this Bombay Alumni meet 

was the first step accomplishing the same. I would 

like to thank you all who were able to be a part of 

this event and hope that such positive participation 

increases for the “meets” to come . 

Manish Hasija 

Alcom—'14 
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GONE IN 60 HOURS 

Gone in 60 Hours embarked the Centre of Innovation 

and Entrepreneurship Committee’s (CIECOM) first 

event for the year 2013-14. This was a mini-venture to 

enthuse interest among the fellow progressive pallavas, pallavas and mamallas to instigate the entrepreneurial 

spirit among them. The pre-event buzz kicked off with teaser videos shown in classes, which instantly connected 

a chord with the students and made them curious to know more about the event. This was followed by a series 

of mails, videos uploaded on facebook and fliers & pamphlets distributed and placed in the food courts to 

spread the word about the event and to get people registered for the event.  

The event was a two and a half day business venture event, wherein, the students had exactly 60 hours to ger-

minate ideas for their businesses, procure goods and services, and execute their plans. Each team was assigned 

a POC (point of contact) to keep track of their procurements, sales and expenses and the POC assisted the teams 

with queries regarding the rules of the event. The teams were to be judged and awarded on the nine criteria’s 

namely – maximum revenue, maximum profit, highest return on investment, innovation in products, innovation 

in services, best social venture, best business plan, innovation in marketing and promotions and innovation in 

process. Each team was asked to submit a brief business plan and execution document which mandatorily con-

tained final income statement, copies of all promotions (Mails, Snaps, Printouts etc), original sales sheets, bills, 

invoices, credit notes, customer feedback sheets,  and a short write-up on their USP, learning and take away 

from the event.   

The first day of the event started with Team Krazzy and Yummy setting up their Pan stall. The response from the 

students was such that the stall owners were exhausted with their stock within half an hour. Following days saw 

a deluge of products and services stalls from the students. Everything from Pani Poori to Lemon Mojitos, from 

jukebox to pint ball, from dance workshops to kick boxing was on the show. Teams were busy receiving and ful-

filling orders till 3 at night.  Sports events like cricket and basketball were also a major hit amongst the students. 

Some of the most creative and innovative ideas such as Cupid Notes (Delivering a loved message to a loved one), 

Recycle bin (Selling old newspapers), Pintball, Dustbusters (Laptop and mobile phones Cleaning), Dadi ma ke 

nuskhe (Self-made beauty products) and Beauty Parlour received an instant acceptance from the students. The 

event also involved a lot of technology use. Pre-orders and customer feedback were taken via Google docs, 

forms, spreadsheets etc.  
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We have always heard from famous entrepreneurs: Long before they became multi-millionaires, they were flex-

ing their entrepreneurial skills by selling lemonade on the corner, building gadgets in their garage or hosting 

weekly college beer pong tournaments. It seems that behind every successful mogul is a kid who grew up know-

ing that he was born for business. We at CIECOM hope that this event was able to bring out the entrepreneurial 

streak in the students and infused the vigour and zeal to take on the arduous path of entrepreneurship in future 

and transform the lives of the people associated with them ethically and legally. 

 

In a nutshell, the event turned out to be a great success and we hope to see a lot of such events from CIECOM in 

future. 

Ishan Jain 

PGPM – Class of 2014 
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Empirical Guidance Sessions – By Our Own Alumni 

As we all know that the empirical project has a lot of weight-age in our PGPM course and it can be a deciding 

factor when it comes to placement season for some of us if not all, we decided to have a session with our 

own Alumni on June’30. So, we called Bharath Kumar and Surabhi for Marketing, Ganesh Meyyappan and 

Prakash Arthanari for Finance, and Raja Manickam for IT/Ops. Many of the students were confused about 

how they should select a topic and finalize the guide.  

 

Our seniors did an amazing job by clearing the doubts and telling us the correct approach to our empirical 

study. They also told us about their own experiences and especially the things what we should not do. The 

session was really fruitful and I want to thank all of them on behalf of the whole batch for guiding us.  

 
- Mohit Bajaj 
   Alcom’14 
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A session by the Alumni from2010-patriots Batch 

Being mentored by the people who have been there.. done that.. is always something that we as B-School students always seek an 

opportunity for. The Informal session, by 3 of Great Lakes’ Alumni, organized jointly by Great Lakes Alumni Committee and Con-

sulting Committee, provided the opportunity for the same. Three alumni from the 2010 Patriots batch travelled to Great Lakes 

Institute of management, Chennai Campus, for this session: Aniruddha Marathe (RTS Real-time solutions); Gaurav Gupta (Senior 

consultant, Wipro Technologies) and Agrima Singh (TCS). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Due to travelling time constraints, the session had to be arranged at a time when a few students had regular lectures scheduled. 

Despite that, around 50+ students from the current cohort attended the session and the ones who could attend got a chance to 

meet the alumni over the lunch. It was an informative and a fun filled session. With the deadlines to choose the elective subjects 

nearing, students had a lot of doubts regarding which major/minor should they chose, making it the strategic timing for a session 

like this. The experienced and the friendly seniors tried their best to clarify the doubts in the minds of their junior counterparts. 

The feedback from the attendees showed us how important was it to have this session and how the guidance will help them. 

There is huge demand for the sessions like these where the distinguished Alumni can come to campus and address the students of 

the current batch. There was an element of nostalgia when the Alumni stood on the other side of the lecture hall, addressing the 

students, where once they were addressed by their senior counterparts. They developed an awesome connect with the students 

from the current batch, hence, making this a successful event. 

- - 

Manish Hasija 

Alcom’14 
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KARMA-YOGA: Creating Happiness from within 
    
  A very famous quote by Greek Philosopher Plato says, “The beginning is the most important part of the 
work”. Respite of fewer words in the statement, the underlying meaning is too deep for a common man to un-
derstand and have the gumption to take a first step in this direction. 
 
Being human beings naturally infuses a sense of empathy and responsibility in all of us. However many a times, 
lack of drive doesn’t provide us enough motivation to put our foot forth and exhibit goodness around for the 
best of society improvement. Nonetheless, I fall into a bunch of those fortunate ones who got a platform to 
move ahead and add meaning to life. 
 
Around 3 months back, I walked inside the gates of our illustrious college to be a part of highly spirited and en-
thusiastic batch of students from diverse backgrounds. On the onset of this journey we all were introduced to a 
course- “KARMA-YOGA”. This course is driven by the mission to empower villagers so that they are able to lead 
a better quality life. Furthermore it aims to offer a real life practical lab for students like us to learn and experi-
ence the power of transformational leadership.   
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Going into the flashback, there are vivid memories of the day when our whole batch was exposed to 
the work field of karma yoga for the first time. All the students were divided into various groups and 
ventured into 21 different villages of Tamil Nadu to get a taste of real India that is Rural India. Respite 
of many differences in terms of dialect, culture, living standards of the villagers, all of us managed to 
break the barrier of inhibitions to interact with them and establish a foundation of human bond. 
 
The first visit acted as an eye opener for many of us and inspired to think on the lines of a very well-
known quote by Mahatma Gandhi which says “Be the change you wish to see in the world”. This in a 
way gave a positive boost to all the budding leaders for unveiling their skills and soiling their hands in 
the real mud to bring about a transformation. With passage of time, majority of us have cleared all our 
initial apprehensions and have now become a part of the pool comprising of students eager to take 
the charge of baton and deliver something worthwhile. 
 
Since the inception of culture and civilization in India, Knowledge gained through education happens 
to be a powerful tool for facing the unforeseen challenges of life and indispensably inevitable for a 
smooth living. Through Karma yoga, we put in our energy and efforts to create awareness among vil-
lage people and educate them about their rights and duties to sustain in this competitive era. The fo-
cus of our involvement extends further to areas of health, agriculture and discovering nascent entre-
preneurs. 
 
The warmth and support of villagers has increased significantly with our subsequent visits. Through 
planned activities of pedagogical sessions, organization of various events based on environment 
awareness, health camps, organic farming methodologies, etc. we intend to enhance their current out-
look and thus motivate them to evolve for a better life. This in fact polishes our leadership skill and 
hones the ability to exercise power for broadening our scope of influence. 
 
The keen interest displayed by villagers in form of their active participation in our initiatives makes us 
unveil the best of their hidden talents and bring the same to their cognizance. This leads to an upsurge 
in the happiness quotient of those who contribute and those who benefit from the whole process. 
 
Someone righty said, “The desire to reach for stars is ambitious but desire to reach hearts is wise”. 
Through our continuous efforts, we all are building a relationship with villagers which are difficult to 
fade away. Now, we have come to a point in time where we all have developed a mutual understand-
ing with them and together we are proceeding for the betterment of their life and our learning. It gives 
us immense contentment to leave a smile on their face and we definitely hope to leave many more in 
the coming future. 
 
Last but not the least, below quote signifies the relevance of team work which ultimately leads to the 
attainment of goals mentioned above in a suave manner. 
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is progress; working together is success”-Henry 
Ford 
 
Astha Pandey 
PGPM – Class of 2014 
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Awards and Recognitions 

Congratulations to the following students : 

Hitesh Baheti, Mohit Singh, Namita Chaubal, Yatharth Puri, Balraj Shrikant, Sagar Garg, Devyani 

Kumar, Neeti Bisht (PGPM ’14) and Khushali P. Patel, Vidhi Gupta, Rashika Binani, Sudeep Saini 

(PGDM ’14) for being selected to do a live project in Amazon. 

 

R. Pavithra (PGPM ’14) for being selected to do a live project in CrowdCheque. CrowdCheque, 

which was founded by alumni of London Business School and Indian School of Business and is 

funded by a leading seed fund in USA. 

 

Bharath Ram, Jasdeep Kaur, G Shivshankar (PGPM ’14) for winning the 1st Prize in “Op-Era” IIM 

Shillong’s Article writing competition. Also, accolades to Kalash Pastaria, Jayakrishnan, Pankaj 

Sharma (PGPM ’14) for receiving a “Special Mention” in the contest for their entry. 

 

Ankur Baj (PGDM ‘14). His article “The Changing Face of Finance Consultancy: Boutique Invest-

ment Banks” has been selected has been published in the May, 2013 edition of IIM- Shillong 

Conquest Magazine (Consulting Club) as ‘featured article’. 

 

 Nimish Garg, Megha Gupta, Deepak Elias (PGPM ’14) for being the only team to go through Round 
1 and represent our college in the Regional qualifiers of the Inter B-school competition “The 
Maverick” by Deloitte.  

 
Raghupati, Rahul Patankar, Ashish Vashisth, Tanmoy Mitra, Rahul Batta, Animesh Saraf, of 

"Aatman", Great Lakes band for making to the regional round of Deloitte's "Maverick war of 

Bands”. They would now compete with ISB,Hyderabad for entry to the Grand Finale.  
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About Fundas in Finance 

It gives me a great pleasure that a finance blog that our PGDM batch 2014 – Mamallas  were operating is now a full 
blown website – www.fundasinfinance.com 

Fundas in Finance (www.fundasinfinance.com) is a Finance education website, whose name stems from the term 
‘Funda’ used by faculty across top tier B - school in India while explaining difficult concepts in Finance. It was found-
ed in September 2012 by Ankur Baj and fellow Mamallas Sriram Srinivasan and Jivitesh Patra. The website’s viewers 
were initially limited by the founders to Great Lakes Institute of Management students, but later, were expanded to 
other colleges in the Mumbai area. It gradually added support for students at various other universities before open-
ing to CFA and FRM aspirants. Today, the Blog is read and contributed by students in 16+ Business Schools in India.  

Please join me in congratulating Ankur , Sriram & Jivitesh besides visiting the site and contributing  to the content , 
which will be beneficial for incumbent batches. Please contact Ankur ankur.pgdm14c@greatlakes.edu.in for content 
and queries. 
 
 

A Date with Amazon 

I had just completed my first term at Great Lakes and the fast track MBA has just started to sink in when Amazon’s 

Marketing Competition was announced. The competition was an opportunity to do a Live Marketing project with 

Amazon, world’s largest e-commerce company. The task was well defined for the competition; Design a Marketing 

Strategy for Amazon’s Kindle. 

My team consisted of four people (Shrikant, Devyani, Neeti and myself Sagar). Our hard work and primary research 

paid dividends when our team was shortlisted for the presentation round on campus judged by Amazon panel. As 

was disclosed that day by Amazon that they had shortlisted about 8-9 teams out of 48 entries they had received 

from the institute. The presentation had to be prepared overnight due to a very short notice. The best thing was that 

we had two exams next day too and that too just before we had to make the presentation. But burning the midnight 

oil by making strategies, doing dry runs, allocating slides amongst ourselves, last moment changes, GTM strategies, 

etc was all so exciting that we forgot about the exams almost. 

Finally on the day and the time when it mattered the most we were grilled by the panel to the limit so much that the 

allocated time was exceeded by about 10mins in our discussions. But we stood our ground and did pretty well to an-

swer. Followed the anxious moments of the result! 3 teams were chosen in total. First team announced was from 

PGPM (Yatharth, Namita, Mohit and Hitesh) and the next team from PGDM (Rashika, Sudeep, Khushali and Vidhi). 

We had our hearts in our mouths. The final team they said is from P..G..PM (with real pauses) and we were ecstatic 

as they announced our team. It was great fun and really a proud moment. 

A visit to Amazon’s office and allocation of projects to each group has marked the beginning of our rendezvous with 

Amazon. The project is related to market research and strategy. As Amazon believes, it is time for us to from A to Z 

with smile. 

Sagar Garg 

PGPM – Class of 2014 

http://www.fundasinfinance.com/
http://www.fundasinfinance.com/
ankur.pgdm14c@greatlakes.edu.in


Great Lakes bags the Gold Award at the 4th Indian Management Conclave Awards 

3 Aug 2013: IMC Awards 2013, instituted by MBAUniverse.com, were announced by Minister of State 
for HRD Dr. Shashi Tharoor at 4th Indian Management Conclave 2013 in New Delhi. The awards docu-
ment and recognize the most successful initiatives by management institutes to enhance the value of 
their MBA programs. 

Great Lakes Institute of Management won Gold award for its Karma Yoga initiative under the 
‘Improving Core Product: Revisiting the program architecture’ category in the 4th Indian Manage-
ment Conclave Awards. The award was presented by Dr. Shashi Tharoor in an award Ceremony 
attended by over 250 MBA Educators including Directors from B-schools across India, China, USA, Sin-
gapore and Canada. Dr. Tharoor was also the Guest of Honor & Valedictory Keynote speaker for the 
Conclave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Awards received more than 50 nominations from B-schools and University MBA departments 
across India. An eminent IMC Awards jury including Dr. Devi Singh, Director, IIM Lucknow; Fr. E. Abra-
ham S.J., Director, XLRI, Jamshedpur; Dr Pritam Singh, DG, IMI & Former Director IIM Lucknow; Dr Ra-
jan Saxena, Vice Chancellor, NMIMS University, Mumbai; Dr Debashis Chatterjee, Director, IIM Kozhi-
kode and Dr Sesha Iyer, Director, S P Jain Institute Of Management & Research, Mumbai had 
shortlisted 12 finalists who presented their cases during the two-day 4th Indian Management Con-
clave Conference2013. 
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Donate blood—Donate Life 

Blood cannot be manufactured in factories; it can only come from 

generous donors. Organizing blood donation camps is the perfect 

way to cater to this demand. Thus, to encourage people to donate 

blood the TN Science forum, Neikuppi Village administration and 

Great Lakes Neikuppi teamjointly conducted a blood donation camp 

on 7th July 2013.The main idea of blood camp was to create aware-

ness about blood donation to the villagers.  

28 Great Lakers participated in this blood camp which gave a lot of 

encouragement to the villagers. The great lakers went in two slots 

one in morning and another in afternoon. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neikuppiteam first arranged for transportation of the fellow Great 
Lakers from college to the village.  They alsovolunteered and carried 
out support activities at the camplike writing and issuing blood do-
nation certificates to donors, distributing refreshments. The atmos-
phere was filled with energy and donors were excited about the no-
ble cause.The camp was very well organised and separated in coun-
ters. The blood donation procedure went well very, all small aspects 
were taken care of beginning from hygiene, safety, post donation 
refreshment facility etc. 
Overall the whole process went quite smoothly and all were satisfied 

with the arrangements. 

Shreyansh Kumar 

PGPM – Class of 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

Tree Plantation by Green Committee 

 

 

Great Lakes Institute of Management has always strived to make a 
green sustainable campus through its green initiatives time and time 
again.  Great lakes being awarded “Platinum” rating by the Indian 
Green Building council is just another feather in its cap. Mahatma 
Gandhi rightly said “What we are doing to the forests of the world is 
but a mirror reflection of what we are doing to ourselves and to one 
another”. We, the Green Committee, at Great lakes in association 
with ‘Project Green India’ took another stride forward by organizing 
a tree plantation campaign in our campus on August 19th 2013. Our 
beloved uncle Bala inaugurated the event by planting a sapling fol-
lowed by many of our renowned professors. Success of any planta-
tion campaign can be achieved solely with people’s participation and 
this was evident as the students took the initiative to plant trees to 
make a difference.  The plantation campaign not only created envi-
ronmental awareness, but also brought in a sense of pride. As a sign 
of support for the cause enthusiastic students were seen wearing 
green throughout the day. The mission was to rejuvenate the legacy 
of sustainable environment that has been persistent in the Great 
Lakes’ culture for many years. In the next phase we hope to plant 
many more saplings throughout our campus. We hope this initiative 

influenced the students to GO GREEN. 
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Great Lakes Institute of Management now available on Google’s Virtual Tour 

Great Lakes Institute of Management is now available on Google’s virtual tour. The virtual tour allows a 360 degree 
view of the institute’s Bala Balachandar Platinum Leed Rated Campus and has elevated Great Lakes into the rungs of 
the few B-schools in India who have this feature available. 
This initiative was a huge hit among Great Lakes’ 2200+ alumni with them reminiscing and tweeting about their cher-
ished time in the campus.  
Some of the comments/tweets from the Alumni are: 
“Thanks for sharing the street view of our college in Google maps. Spent some time navigating and felt great going 
back to my hostel room.” – Shiva S. Jeevanantham 
One of the best e-mails I received from Great Lakes.” – Binoy Cherian  
“Great Work! This helps alumni to refresh college memories while sitting miles away and makes sure the connect 
with the college is not just limited to mailers and alumni meets but is re-enforced by college day memories which 
every Great Laker experiences only once but cherishes for the rest of his/her life.” – Rakesh Sharma  
A special thanks to the BPR committee members whose effort made this possible. Please use the below link to expe-

rience the same: Link  

Great Lakes Cricket League  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With the motive of integrating fun with business, on 31st July for the first time in the history of Great Lakes, Sports 
Committee PGDM 2012-14 tamed cricket frenzy when they launched GLCL (Great Lakes Cricket League). Amongst the 
much uproar and excitement tied around the event emerged 4 competent teams. There was a chance given for par-
ticipants to own franchisees for 4 different teams. It started by auctioning the teams at first, followed by bidding of 
the players. For the bidding which started with Rs.1500, all the four teams were sold for a cumulative amount of 
Rs.13,700. It was followed by the auctioning of players, which saw the team captains and the franchisee owners com-
ing together resulting into the formation of four kick-ass teams. This ongoing event which started on the 8th of Au-
gust also witnessed the launch of IPO and share trading process for the respective teams. 

 

https://maps.google.co.in/maps?q&layer=c&z=17&sll=12.573434,80.139856&cid=4873408987989459696&panoid=LjekRKW6hRQAAAAGOjSWPw&cbp=13,337.28486851302853,,0,0&ved=0CBEQ2wU&sa=X&ei=BvnxUcv4M8OriQLby4HwDA&gl=IN&hl=en


Blogs to Follow 

http://krugman.blogs.nytimes.com/  - Economics and Politics 

   

 http://krishashok.wordpress.com/  - Satire 

 

  http://zingfin.quora.com/ - Finance Quora 

 

   www.macabacus.com - Mergers & Acquisitions 

 

    www.techcrunch.com - Technology 

 

     http://www.dealcurry.com/dealboard.htm - Tracking India based deals 

 

      http://www.caravanmagazine.in/ - Culture 

 

       http://swaminomics.org/  - Economics 

 

      http://www.fundasinfinance.com/blog.html—Finance Fundas 

 

     http://www.learnanalytics.in/blog/ - Analytics basics 

 

    http://www.xkcd.com/# - Contemporary Cartoons 

 

   http://ajayshahblog.blogspot.in/2011_01_01_archive.html—Macro economics 

 

  http://gulzar05.blogspot.in/2011_08_01_archive.html— Urbanomics 

 

 http://oratedocast.blogspot.in/ - Miscellaneous 
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http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fkrugman.blogs.nytimes.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGHa7EQa53-31QHpFlzOE3H8qhKow
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fkrishashok.wordpress.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHesy63qOMzBZyMweUFOT2uj3an2A
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fzingfin.quora.com%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEJLsH3dbMkRy7JMFj-BnhO6Q5Owg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.macabacus.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNGriguImAnVxYvM3nWEptiwSm3osg
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.techcrunch.com&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNFbg26Hi2LOYWeyKAS2PAvsPgs3Aw
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.dealcurry.com%2Fdealboard.htm&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEGD1hP29GH2_h24COEtu-aw7yJFA
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.caravanmagazine.in%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNHV25pCb16AdP8xWiHbhXhhiabk-g
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fswaminomics.org%2F&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNEzbYATgOWKMqDTvYBDpvV6XLbK6w
http://www.fundasinfinance.com/blog.html
http://www.learnanalytics.in/blog/
http://www.xkcd.com/
http://ajayshahblog.blogspot.in/2011_01_01_archive.html
http://gulzar05.blogspot.in/2011_08_01_archive.html
http://oratedocast.blogspot.in/
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Birthday and Marriage Celebrations 
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Photographs courtesy Puneet Nema and Mohit Agarwal 



Birthdays 

 
 July’1  Sandeep Chaudhary 

July’5   Risha Saxena 

July’6   Megha Gupta 

July’7   Vignesh Manoharan 

July’9   Tanvi Agrawal, Swapnil Agarwal 

July’11   Neena Sagar 

July’13   Arun Rajan, Gagan Dawar 

July’14  Ashish Agarwal 

July’19  Lavanya Valli Malapaka 

July’22   Tanushree Sengupta, Deepak M C, Kaushik Das 

July’25   Amit Kumar 

July’27   Anupama Rao 

July’30   Sonal Chandrashekar 

July’31  Pulak Sharma 

Aug’1   Kaushik Ananthanarayanan 

Aug’2   Vibhati Sharma 

Aug’3   Jaykrishnan Chandrasekaran 

Aug’7   Medhavi Saxena 

Aug’11   Geetika Raichand, Meghna Rathi 

Aug’12    Deepika Jha 

Aug’14    Parikshit Dobriyal  

Aug’15         Lokesh Garg  

Aug’16             Praveen Kumar K, Abhinav Kapoor 

Aug’18             Debasmita Som 

Aug’19              Pavithra .R, Rehbar Khan 

Aug’21    Tushar Kaushik 

Aug’22    Aparna Ramakrishnan 

Aug’23    Indeever Gupta 

Aug’24    Raunaq Sameer Raje 
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Contact  
Great Lakes Institute Of Management, 
East Coast Road, Manamai 
Tamil Nadu – 603102 
Ph: 044-30809000 
+91 – 9962533860 
http://www.greatlakes.edu.in/ 
alcom@greatlakes.edu.in 

 

 
 

 
Disclaimer 
Views expressed in Great Connect are solely that of contributors and not that of either of ALCOM 2014 or 

that of Great Lakes Institute of Management 
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